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1983
WE ARE PRODUCING ELEGANT 
AND HIGH QUALITY FURNITURES
FOR ALL WORLD SINCE

6

TODAY, WE EXPORT TO

80
CONTINENTS OF
THE WORLD

COUNTRIES IN

190
67
WE PRETTIFY LIVING SPACES 
OF PEOPLE WITH

POINT OF SALES IN

PROVINCES OF TURKEY

WE ARE WORKING WITH DEVOTION
AND LOVE TOGETHER WITH OUR

350 EMPLOYEES FROM PRODUCTION TO DESIGN
AND TRANSPORTATION TO ADVISORY

50.000 m²

WE PRODUCE FURNITURE WITH FAST
QUALITY AND TIMELESS DESIGN IN ARE

PRODUCTION FACILITY WITH AN AREA OF 

Our love for furniture started exactly 39 years ago. While transforming timber into 
wood and wood into furniture with care and love, we did not only produce tables, 
chairs and armchairs. We have produced living spaces in which you will spend 
your most beautiful and unforgettable moments. If today; NDESIGN quality and 
unique designs are available in hundreds of thousands of homes in 80 countries 
of the world and all over Turkey. We are proud to add elegance and beauty to 
the living spaces of hundreds of thousands of people for nearly 40 years with 
our original and timeless designs, environmentally friendly production, fast and 
friendly service network.
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ARMY
SACRAMENTO 
OCEAN
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“Manufacturing like choosing furniture also requires great 
knowledge, passion and pleasure. We chose to design and 

produce products that will add value to our lives as our 
profession. We dedicate our life to this artistic quest. Our 

work is to stay up to date. to be one step ahead. We think, 
we design and we produce. Ndesign Furniture is growing 
day by day with the same excitement for you since 1983.”

Ahmet GÜLEÇ
CHAIRMAN OF THE NDESIGN COMPANY 

SIMPLE
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Army sofa, designed by Ndesign 
according to a concept in which refined 
elegance is always reconciled with 
comfort.Distinctive for its modern 
quilted processing  the surface, 
upholstered with expert hand stitching, 
the Army sofa is soft and welcoming 
thanks to the special fabric options  and 
its smooth lines.

ARMY
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SACRAMENTO
Sacramento Collection which mixing 
combination wood grain walnut veneer 
matte pebble stone paint lacquer and bronz 
metal with sophisticated and qualified 
design details, impresses with its stylish 
style.It adds a unique elegance to living 
spaces with the eye-catching touches of 
contemporary decoration. 

DESIGNER:
ÜMRAN AYDIN
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SACRAMENTO
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SACRAMENTO

The bronze details of the cabinet with smoked mirror sliding shutter and 
the geometric linear details of the handcrafted bed base make a strong 
impression in the space. While the bedside table in cubic lines emphasizes 
the refined aesthetics of the collection,a dresser which has accessory display 
and dressing mirror complete the space as a stylish detail.
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Ocean, which has taken its attractive 
structure from its sliced form and will 
be the favorite of this year by leaving 
its counterparts behind with its unique 
design, is ready to take its place in the 
most beautiful corner of your home 
with its soft and comfortable back 
design.

OCEAN
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The Ruby Collection offers the charm of broken and amorphose 
forms to your living spaces with its simple and stylish lacquer 
color, while the flowing texture of its marble-looking texture adds 
a dynamic atmosphere to the environment. It promises dazzling 
elegance with its glass table and glass coffee table options.

RUBY
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PEARL

Distinguished by its elegant and uncompromising style, pearl 
sofa will take the lead role in your favorite corner of your home. 
Thanks to its strong leg structure and wide seating, it will offer 
you the most pleasant state of comfort.
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FERN
The fern collection is designed for those who 
prefer a combination of functionality and 
comfort in modern living spaces. The fern 
offers dynamic solutions to the user with its 
armchair,pouf and coffee table acces, while 
adapting easily to the space with its modular 
structure.In addition to being a double bed, it 
also makes your life easier with storage space.

DESIGNER:
ÜMRAN AYDIN
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BISCOTTI
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BISCOTTI

DESIGNER:
GİZEM KARAAĞAÇ

Biscotti collection is designed  blending the 
timelessness of walnut with the elegance of 
metal for those who dream of a contemporary 
living space. Biscotti collection which aiming to 
make a difference in your home with its strong 
craftsmanship and texture brings elegance 
and sparkle to your home with a warm and 
intimate ambience, as well as smoked glass 
and metal details.
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COPPER &
PECAN

Copper sofa which combine modernism with 
maximum comfort gives the space a dynamic 
look. The Copper sofa with curved linear lines 
brings elegance and comfort to the center of 
life with its special seating cushions, which are 
designed for perfect enjoyment in every detail 
and give exclusive comfort, form and fixed 
upholstery techniques that create an unusual 
appearance.
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MARMALADE
Marmalade sofa, which has a 
cross-trend design language, was 
designed to evoke an out-of-time
ambience in your living spaces.

Marmalade, which highlights its 
characteristic line when its simple 
lines and sewing details are put 
under the lens, gives a rich look to 
the spaces where it is located.
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DESIGNER:
HALİT ÇELİKOĞULLARI

Designed with the combination of natural colors with 
simple forms, Marmalade creates a timeless perception 
in spaces while at the same time evoking a sense of 
depth. In the collection where soft lines are preferred, 
the use of handmade and luxury materials adds value to 
living spaces.

MARMALADE
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MARMALADE
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ASH
&MONACO

DESIGNER:
HALİT ÇELİKOĞULLARI

Ash sofa is designed for those who want to 
experience elegance and functionality in their 
living space at the same time. The fact that it 
can be easily turned into a bed without difficulty 
with its electric mechanism distinguishes the 
Ash seat from other seats with mechanisms, 
and it attracts the eye with its well-thought-out 
flexible form.
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CLAY
Warmth, comfort, tranquility, 
sincerity... This is how the 
Scandinavian philosophy of hygge 
describes a house. The Clay 
Collection, which  is a reflection 
of the Japandi style created by 
combining the scandi design 
concept dominated by simplicity 
and  Japanese minimalism. 
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Clay Collection aims to bring peace and 
tranquility to your homes with its wicker details 
and natural wood texture.     The coffee tables, 
inspired by the Japanese philosophy of Kintsugi, 
where broken ceramics are mended with gold.  
It reflects the beauty of flaws and reminds us 
that our frustrations strengthen and beautify 
us..

CLAY

DESIGNER:
HALE BETÜL GÜLEÇ
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Pumpkin sofa  is designed to achieve a warm,friendly and natural 
ambience, which is the main fiction of the Cosy life philosophy.It aims 
to add a warm and dynamic atmosphere to the environment with its 
puffy appearance and soft feel, as well as wooden leg details.

DESIGNER:
GİZEM KARAAĞAÇ

PUMPKIN
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DESIGNER:
ÜMRAN AYDIN

Garnet is designed with forms and textures 
that will make the user feel free and spacious.
It combines high-quality materials and fine 
craftsmanship techniques, offering a timeless 
and friendly ambience. The circular soft forms 
of wood and the calming color palette will 
embrace living spaces influenced by the desire 
to be in touch with nature and the outdoors.

GARNET
&RİGA
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Combining the natural texture of wood with geometric forms,the 
modern massive collection brings a contemporary and refined 
elegance to living spaces. Combining design and craft with 
sustainable production methods,offers a modern and simple 
decoration concept.

Sand corner will be a great choice for those who 
want to experience elegance and ergonomics at 
the same time.It is a candidate to stand out in the 
latest fashion trends with its minimal and stylish 
details.

SAND

CAPRİ

BELİZE

AMALFİ
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Blush aims to provide elegance  to living spaces 
with combining circular forms and metallic details.. 
While the collection consists of many pieces 
such as bookshelves ,a side table with lighting, a 
console and a dresser, it gives glamorous touches 
to interiors with its simplicity.

BLUSH

DESIGNER:
HALE BETÜL GÜLEÇ
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BLUSH

Blush bedroom brings together geometric forms and functionality. Warm greige lacquer palette, 
velvet covered bed base, applique  details, Makeup mirror with lighting and magnifying mirror 
and functional units in the closet such as accessories,shoes adds value to your living spaces. . 
Reflected glass and lacquer cabinet door options provide a flexible dressing room with modules 
in different sizes.
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MACAROON

The neotenic soft form of the macaroon gives the interior a dynamic 
and striking harmony, keeping comfort at the  forefront. Their  natural 
curves and modular systems give functionality and fluency to the 
interiors . Sweet, fluffy, childlike  Macaroon evokes feeling of happiness.

DESIGNER:
HALE BETÜL GÜLEÇ
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MINT

Mint sofa provides a functional and comfortable sitting 
experience with its minimal dimensions, curved lines 
and sofa-bed mechanism .
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CLOUD
Cloud, which creates a different and 
aesthetic perception in your living spaces 
with its fuild and organic form, has a 
comfortable back structure as well as 
allows for different seating options with 
is stretching structure.
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COCONUT

MARBELLA
The Marbella coffee table aims to add 
pleasure to your living spaces by combining 
the warmth of walnuts with the modern 
and dynamic effect of terrazo.

Coconut, which stands out with its eye-filling form, 
is a candidate to be the most pleasant complement 
in your living spaces with session comfort and 
brass metal foot structure.
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Anchor sofa is designed for those who are looking 
for a difference in their living spaces with its elegant 
line and special sewing techniques.This sofa fills 
the eye with sofas warm and friendly structure 
while carrying its modern and sophisticated 
style to your homes. While the metal leg details 
giving rich and elegant effect also adds a stylish 
atmosphere to the living spaces.

ANCHOR


